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Abstract
This review aimed to illustrate the types, limitations, and possible alternatives of peer re-
view (PR) based on a literature review together with the opinions of a social media audi-
ence via Twitter. This study was conducted via the #OpenSourceResearch collaborative plat-
form and combined a comprehensive literature search on the current PR system with the 
opinions of a social media audience of surgeons who are actively engaged in the current 
PR system. Six independent researchers conducted a literature search of electronic data-
bases in addition to Google Scholar. Electronic polls were organized via Twitter to assess 
surgeons’ opinions on the current PR system and potential alternative approaches. PR can 
be classified into single-blind, double-blind, triple-blind, and open PR. Newer PR systems 
include interactive platforms, prepublication and postpublication commenting or review, 
transparent review, and collaborative review. The main limitations of the current PR sys-
tem are its allegedly time-consuming nature and inconsistent, biased, and non-transparent 
results. Suggestions to improve the PR process include employing an interactive, double-
blind PR system, using artificial intelligence to recruit reviewers, providing incentives for 
reviewers, and using PR templates. The above results offer several concepts for possible al-
ternative approaches and modifications to this critically important process.
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Introduction 

Peer review (PR) is the critical appraisal of manuscripts sub-
mitted to scholarly journals by independent experts who have 
sufficient knowledge and expertise on the subject [1]. PR acts 
as a quality metric that aims to ensure that only studies fulfill-
ing adequate quality standards are published. Despite con-
cerns about its effectiveness, impartiality, and reliability, PR is 
still accepted as one of the best methods to ensure that pub-
lished studies are high-quality. Almost all researchers agree 
that PR is a necessary tool for vetting the scientific literature; 
nonetheless, many researchers find that the current PR system 
has several shortcomings. 

Through PR, studies are filtered and screened based on the 
novelty of the idea, rigor of methods, clarity and reproducibil-
ity of results, and adequacy of conclusions. PR is applied to 
assess submitted manuscripts in terms of various aspects. 
Firstly, PR is conducted to ascertain whether the submitted 
manuscript adds any new knowledge to the existing literature. 
New knowledge does not necessarily have to be entirely novel, 
but a study should at least address a known gap in the litera-
ture. Secondly, PR is used to assess the methods used in the 
study and determine if they are scientifically sound, rigorous, 
and reproducible. Thirdly, PR is conducted to evaluate the 
study results and determine if they are appropriate based on 
the stated methods. Finally, the study conclusions should be 
derived from the study findings and should be reported ac-
cording to the level of evidence of the study [2-6]. All review-
ers should strive to address all these facets of review. However, 
in addition to critiquing the study design and content, a stat-
istician may sometimes need to focus on design, method-
ological rigor, and statistics.

The outcome of PR is used as a basis for rejecting a submit-
ted manuscript, allowing the authors to revise, or accepting a 
submitted manuscript. The reviewers’ comments can help the 
authors revise their manuscript to improve its quality. Con-
structive PR is imperative for improving the manuscript qual-
ity, language, and flow, and reviewers may also suggest adding 
new analyses that augment the scientific value of the study. 
Hence, the ideal PR system should be not only a quality met-
ric and guarantor of quality of the literature, but also a con-
structive platform that provides better research output to the 
scientific community. 
Objectives: The aim of this review was to assess the current 
PR approaches and offer some alternatives to enhance PR. 

Methods

Ethics statement: Ethics approval was obtained from the insti-
tutional review board of the Faculty of Medicine, Mansoura 

University (R.21.10.1474). The study was exempted from the 
requirement to obtain informed consent. 
Study design and strategy: This collaborative study was con-
ducted via the #OpenSourceResearch collaborative platform 
(https://osrc.network/). #OpenSourceResearch is an interna-
tional independent research organization with a special focus 
on implementing information technologies and artificial in-
telligence (AI) in medical research. It aims to encourage inno-
vation in medical research at different stages of the produc-
tion of scientific knowledge, including the review process. 

The study combined a comprehensive literature review on 
the current PR system with a social media survey of the opin-
ions of various parties on the current PR system. Six indepen-
dent researchers conducted a literature search on the types of 
PR, its shortcomings, and methods to improve PR. Electronic 
databases including PubMed/MEDLINE and Scopus, in addi-
tion to Google Scholar, were queried for studies and websites 
that discussed different aspects of PR of the scientific litera-
ture. In addition, a cross-sectional survey of the opinions of 
readers, authors, reviewers, and editors of journals about the 
current PR system and how to potentially improve PR was 
conducted through electronic polls organized via the social 
media platform Twitter in March 2021. 

Outcome of Literature Review

Types of PR 
PR is classified according to authors’, reviewers’, and editors’ 
awareness of each other as single-blind, double-blind, triple-
blind, and open PR [7,8]. In single-blind review, the reviewers 
are aware of the identity of the authors, but they remain anon-
ymous to the submitting authors. The concept of this type of 
review is to allow reviewers to detect any conflict of interests 
with the authors that preclude assigning them for review. 
However, this method can also potentially include inherent 
reviewer bias towards or against certain institutions and or re-
searchers [9]. It has been stated that while revealing the au-
thors’ identities may be beneficial for renowned authors and 
high ranked institutions, it might also be disadvantageous for 
junior researchers, particularly those based in low- and mid-
dle-income countries, who may be affected by geographic bias 
[10]. 

Double-blind review aims to ensure that the identities of 
the authors and reviewers are anonymous to each other. It has 
been suggested that double-blind reviews are less likely to be 
positive for papers submitted by renowned authors and insti-
tutions as compared to single-blind reviews [8,11,12]. How-
ever, double-blind reviews may not be totally double-blind, as 
Haffar et al. [3] found that in 25% to 50% of cases the review-
ers can successfully identify the authors of the manuscript 
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when they unintentionally revealed their identities by quoting 
their previous work in the manuscript. When the handling 
editor is also unaware of the identity of the authors, this is 
called triple-blind review, which is less frequently used than 
single-blind and double-blind review [13].  

In contrast to previous models, open PR allows the identity 
of the authors and the reviewers to be revealed to all partici-
pants during and/or after the manuscript review process 
[14,15]. Open PR is intended to be a more transparent and col-
laborative approach that enhances communication among the 
reviewers and authors and potentially minimizes prejudices. 
As compared to the classic models, proponents of open PR 
suggest it can be more meticulous and effective [16]. Howev-
er, practice may be different from theory. van Rooyen et al. 
[17] randomized consecutive papers that were sent to two re-
viewers to have the reviewer’s identity either revealed to the 
authors or remain anonymous, whereas editors and authors 
were unaware of the intervention. The study documented no 
impact of open PR on the quality or duration of the review 
process and found that the reviewers who had their identities 
revealed still had lower acceptance rates than reviewers with 
anonymous identities. Moreover, it has been noted that hav-
ing the authors and reviewers aware of each other’s identity 
heightened tension and resulted in strong hostility and retali-
ation among parties [3]. Another concern about open PR is 
that junior reviewers might be fearful of criticizing or reject-
ing the work of senior and highly accomplished and re-
nowned authors. Similarly, friends might not appropriately 
critically judge the work of friends. Furthermore, bias may 
exist against authors based upon many other factors including 
reputation, prior work, and their locations.

New PR models 
The above classic PR models have been claimed by their crit-
ics to have several potential alleged shortcomings such as in-
consistency, lack of transparency, bias, inadequate reviews, 
and conflicts of interest [3]. These possible problems have 
motivated the search for better quality review models [7]. 
Other PR models have been introduced to overcome the flaws 
identified in the classic assessment methods [18]. 

Pre-PR commenting involves making a formal pre-release 
comment or discussion on a study submitted for review on a 
public platform. The advantages of this approach include be-
ing fast, transparent, and low-cost; however, a lack of editorial 
review is its main drawback. Pre-publication PR is PR by in-
vited experts in the relevant field after formal acceptance of 
the article and before its publication. It has the disadvantage 
of being a non-transparent process with regards to the basis 
on which the experts are invited, which may be associated 
with potential bias [19]. 

In contrast, post-publication PR entails review of the pub-
lished articles by expert reviewers in the field who are formal-
ly or voluntarily invited. Post-publication review consists of a 
discussion of published research, independent of any formal 
PR. This platform allows anyone to publicly contribute with-
out any filtration. Similarly, post-publication commenting 
(community review) entails evaluation of the articles after 
publication by experts in the field, by invited officials, and by 
the common readers. One major flaw of post-publication PR 
is its openness to every reader, regardless of their qualification 
or expertise on the topic of the published article. Having un-
qualified and sometimes biased individuals able to comment 
freely on published science may have negative consequences. 
Spam and trolling can be additional threats. Since post-publi-
cation PR is still considered PR, it requires time and effort, 
which many busy scientists may not afford.

Transparent PR involves publishing the reviewers’ reports 
along with the accepted articles, with or without specifying 
the identity of the reviewers. Transparency in PR can high-
light possible changes made to the manuscript based upon the 
reviewers’ suggestions [20]. Interactive PR is a dynamic PR 
platform where the identities of the authors and reviewers are 
kept anonymous yet there is more direct communication. In 
this system, responses to the reviewers are quick, and waiting 
time and misinterpretation of the reviewers’ comments may 
be eliminated [21]. Hybrid PR combines open public and 
classic PR to enhance the impact and value of open PR while 
ensuring compliance to academic standards through single-
blind PR per evaluation [22].

Collaborative PR is novel model for PR in which reviewers, 
editors, and readers agree on a set of revisions through a dis-
cussion process. Through this interactive environment, a set 
of well revised feedback is shared with the authors. Another 
novel, yet controversial model is portable review [23], in 
which PR is done in an independent manner without involve-
ment of the journals. In this model, the reviewers’ reports are 
detached by third-party companies and are transferred along 
with the manuscript to suitable journals. An example of this 
model is the article transfer service offered by some journals 
when a manuscript is rejected and its authors receive an offer 
to transfer the submission, along with the review reports, to a 
sister, usually open-access, journal published by the same 
publisher. This application may help save time in terms of up-
loading the article to the journal and reduce duplications; 
however, it can be expensive. Another problem with this 
model is that many journals and authors do not accept this 
evaluation, which takes place with a service procurement 
model. Table 1 summarizes the types of PR systems.
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Criticisms Levelled at the Current PR System

Although the current PR system has helped ensure the quality 
of published articles, it may also have some potential limita-
tions. 

Time commitment
Conducting PR in a timely manner without compromising 
the focus on the integrity of the scientific work and ethics is 
critical for the effectiveness of the PR system. Several key in-
dicators have been used to evaluate the duration of the multi-
phase review process. These factors include the immediate re-
jection time, the reviewer invitation time or ‘invitation phase,’ 
the duration of the first review round or ‘first response time,’ 
the revision time taken by authors, the number of review 
rounds, and the total review duration [24,25]. A summary of 

the time phases of the PR process is illustrated in Fig 1.
Previous have reports suggested that the PR process is time-

consuming and its duration may have even increased in re-
cent decades [26,27]. Delays in the review process may ad-
versely impact the transition of scientific evidence into prac-
tice [28]. Although there are considerable variations among 
different scientific fields, lengthy PR durations can potentially 
be ascribed to three main factors: inefficient editorial process-
es, delay in manuscript revision by authors, and importantly 
the timely availability of appropriate reviewers [24]. In a re-
cent comprehensive study by Huisman and Smits [25], the 
time until desk rejection was more than 2 weeks for almost 
one-third of journals; such a long time until immediate rejec-
tion may point to an inefficient editorial process. Consistent 
with this finding, the journal’s impact factor was found to be 
inversely correlated with the immediate rejection time, the 

Table 1. Types of peer review 

Type Definition

Single blind The reviewers know the identity of the authors, but remain anonymous to the submitting authors

Double blind The identities of the authors and reviewers are anonymous to each other

Triple blind Like double-blind, but the handling editor is also unaware of the identity of the authors

Open The identity of the authors and the reviewers is revealed to all participants during or after the review process

Pre-peer review Making a formal pre-release comment or discussion on a study submitted for review on a public platform

Prepublication Review by invited experts in the relevant field after formal acceptance of the article and before its publication

Postpublication Review of published articles by expert reviewers in the field who are formally or voluntarily invited

Transparent Publishing the reviewers' reports along with the accepted articles

Hybrid Combines open public and classic peer review 

Interactive Dynamic platform where the identities of the authors and reviewers are kept anonymous yet there is more direct communication

Collaborative Collaboration between reviewers, editors, and readers who agree on a set of revisions 

Portable Uploading the reviewers' reports on a platform that is usually run by a third party with a service procurement model

Fig. 1. Time phases of peer review.
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first response time, and the total review duration [25]. It is 
perceived that high-ranked journals generally have more re-
sources at their disposal, and thus have more efficient and 
quicker manuscript handling at the editorial office. 

If the manuscript passes the initial editorial evaluation, the 
role of reviewers remains the most important determinant of 
the PR duration, and may significantly influence different 
phases of the review process and outcome. It has been noted 
that reviewers who are personally known to the editor tend to 
be more likely to accept review invitations than other review-
ers with no previous personal connection (89% vs. 33%) [28]. 
Reviewers may also prolong the first response time if they are 
overwhelmed by other professional commitments or have no 
spare time to invest in PR [28,29]. Moreover, they may extend 
the author’s revision time by providing contradictory or un-
clear comments or by focusing on trivia coercing authors into 
unnecessary revisions, which may in turn increase the num-
ber of review rounds. On the contrary, papers receiving more 
consistent and favorable reviews tend to be associated with a 
shorter author’s revision time and total review duration [30]. 
However, it is important to emphasize that quicker reviews do 
not necessarily entail higher-quality, more detailed, or better-
focused review reports that ensure publication of good-quali-
ty articles. 

The impact of the type of PR on review time has also been 
evaluated. Open PR is associated with a comparable review 
duration to the classic PR system [17]. Transparent PR was 
associated with a longer time when the reviewers were in-
formed that their signed reports would be available to readers; 
however, it did not seem to have a comparably discernible ef-
fect on the total review duration [31]. Thus, unfortunately, 
none of the alternative proposed PR methods seem to offer 
any improvements in the duration of the review process.

Inconsistency
Perhaps the most frequent criticism of the current PR system 
is the poor inter-reviewer agreement on the same manuscript, 
also referred to as inconsistency [32]. Inconsistency has been 
theorized to have at times been associated with unethical 
practices, especially in the widely adopted single-blind review 
system [33]. According to recent reports, inconsistent reviews 
were provided by independent reviewers in 25% to 55% of 
manuscript submissions [34-36]. These figures were shown to 
be higher for recommendations concerning rejection than 
those for acceptance [36,37]. A study examined the reviewers’ 
recommendation of ‘reject’ versus ‘accept/revise’ in an internal 
medicine journal and found that level of the inter-rater agree-
ment on recommendation was barely beyond chance, yet the 
editors nonetheless placed considerable weight on reviewers’ 
recommendations. This reinforces the fact that recommenda-

tions rendered by reviewers, particularly those favoring rejec-
tion, markedly influence publication decisions [38,39].

One major reason for such inconsistency could potentially 
be variation in expertise among reviewers. Indeed, it was 
shown that similar research productivity and experience of 
reviewers in a particular subject area, as measured by the 
number of indexed peer-reviewed publications, significantly 
increased the level of inter-reviewer agreement [36]. One of 
the jobs of journal editors and editors-in-chief is to ensure 
that reviewers with sufficient expertise are requested to review 
submissions. It is also the job of these journal leaders to regu-
larly evaluate the submitted reviews to actively optimize re-
viewer selection and assignments. 

Further, reviewers are often provided with limited written 
instructions and are not required to undergo training before 
submitting reviews [40], resulting in a lack of uniformity in 
assessing scientific articles and hence poor reviewer agree-
ment regardless of the level of expertise. In particular, differ-
ent reviewers may value some article traits such as timeliness, 
the quality of writing, and the originality of the material high-
er than others. To mitigate against this limitation, some jour-
nals have created reviewer training sessions, which have been 
very popular with reviewers and authors. In addition, the 
Publons organization has offered a PR training course for early- 
career researchers [41].

Potential conflict of interest with authors is another theo-
rized source of inconsistency that could possibly bias judge-
ment made by reviewers in favor of or against a manuscript 
that is not receiving adequate attention. Currently, fewer than 
half of biomedical journals require reviewers and editors to 
disclose conflicts of interest [42]. Potential conflicts of interest 
for reviewers may arise from financial interests related to the 
research under review and personal or professional relation-
ships with authors. Other reviewer biases that may contribute 
to inconsistency include biases towards positive research re-
sults, theoretical support or paradigm confirmation, and per-
sonal attributes of authors such as gender and prestige of in-
stitutional affiliation [43,44]. 

Biases 
Since PR is conducted by humans, by design it cannot be to-
tally free of bias. The single-blind PR system, which accounts 
for about 85% of all annually conducted PRs [45], is particu-
larly notorious for its alleged association with implicit or ex-
plicit bias. Single-blind PR has the benefit of enabling review-
ers to give an honest assessment since their identity is anony-
mous and thus can make better independent decisions. How-
ever, this type of PR has come under increasing criticism, 
mainly for a theoretical lack of accountability [3,46]. Indeed, 
this system enables unscrupulous reviewers to act on biases 
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based on the authors’ information and/or institutional affilia-
tion and either underrate the ideas with which they disagree 
or promote the work of like-minded researchers in an inap-
propriate manner [47,48]. Moreover, there may exist an im-
plicit conflict of interest between the reviewer or editor and 
the authors. Driven by inter-group competition or intention 
to plagiarize the authors’ work, a peer reviewer who is work-
ing in the same field could provide unjustified negative rec-
ommendations, in order to block or slow down the publica-
tion, and the authors are often left without recourse [49]. 
Concerns regarding biases due to reviewers’ and editors’ fi-
nancial interests have also been raised [42]; nevertheless, the 
impact of this type of bias on PR outcomes has not been stud-
ied yet. Eventually, biases associated with single-blind PR may 
result in fewer recommendations for publication [50], and 
may undermine the authors’ trust in the PR process. Again, 
editors and editors-in-chief must be vigilant in their search 
for and elimination of any and all such possible behavior.

Lack of transparency
Another hypothesized limitation of the current PR system, 
particularly single-blind review, is a lack of transparency. 
Some reviewers may recommend rejection of an article with 
unjustified comments, and sometimes with no comments at 
all. This behavior could be due to personal grudges between 
the reviewer and author, or a reviewer may just decide to be 
biased or overly critical because his/her identity is not known 
[51]. In these cases it is incumbent upon the editor or editor-
in-chief to find alternative reviewers and/or make decisions 
themselves based upon the other submitted reviews. In open 
PR, reviewers may find it difficult to reject a manuscript for 
undeclared reasons as they may be prompted to explain why. 
However, unjustified rejection by reviewers can still occur 
with open PR; therefore, the editor should require the review-
ers to justify their recommendations and decisions for both 
open and blind PR. Similarly, in an open review, the reviewers 
cannot be overly critical as they will be prompted to explain 
the merit of their remarks. Conversely, in single-blind PR the re-
viewers tend to focus more on the negative aspects of the work 
rather than providing constructive comments [52]. In contrast, 
open review is more transparent, and the reviewer is more fo-
cused on the positive aspects of the work and improving it. This 
renders the review process more useful to the author. 

One of the prominent issues with the current PR system is 
that reviewers are usually assigned to assess the scientific 
merit and quality of the manuscript; however, they should 
also assess the possibility of research misconduct such as pla-
giarism, fabrication, and falsification. It can be argued that 
specialized software will detect most cases of plagiarism; how-
ever, while such software is available to editors and publishers, 

it may fail to detect some cases of misconduct. Unfortunately, 
specialized software may not find every breach of ethics or re-
search conduct, particularly mirror-copied images and tables 
and plagiarism by translation, which reviewers may be able to 
detect. Furthermore, public PR, whether pre- or post-publica-
tion, may also serve as a gatekeeper against this problem be-
cause with a larger PR audience such problems with research 
integrity may be easier to detect and annotate. 

Possible Alternatives to Enhance the Current PR 
System

In order to optimize the quality and rigor of PR, several sug-
gestions have been proposed regarding the PR method and 
platform, reviewer selection and recruitment, managing PR 
reports, and ensuring the integrity and impartiality of the PR 
process.

Double-blind PR is potentially one of the best methods to 
eliminate or at least minimize bias towards or against the au-
thors. Knowing the identity of the authors may positively or 
negatively impact the reviewer’s impression based on the au-
thors’ reputation, gender, and institutional affiliation. This be-
havior was demonstrated in a study showing that double-
blind PR, instead of single-blind PR, improved the represen-
tation of female authors, with a significant increase in female 
first-authored papers [53]. Furthermore, there is accumulat-
ing evidence that in single-blind PR the manuscript accep-
tance rates may be higher for authors familiar to the review-
ers, prominent authors in their fields, and authors from pres-
tigious universities and institutions [54]. A strong geographic 
bias has also been observed, as native English-speaking au-
thors from the United Kingdom, North America, Australia, 
and New Zealand were more likely to have their work accept-
ed for publication than non-native authors from other coun-
tries. This apparent bias may stem from the disadvantage of 
the suboptimal linguistic quality of manuscripts submitted by 
non-native English speakers or lack of access to the relevant 
literature [55]. The major critique of double-blind PR is that 
in small research sectors the reviewer can make an educated 
guess regarding the authors’ identity when they try to make a 
point in their research and reference their own previous re-
search [3]. While this may be an exception in most cases, in 
order to ensure totally blind PR, it would be helpful to require 
anonymous self-citations by authors and declarations of con-
flicts of interest by reviewers.

In addition to the double-blind PR system, having an inter-
active platform may expedite the process and eliminate time 
wasted in the routine submission/revision/resubmission pro-
cess [19]. Having an interactive platform where the authors 
and reviewers can mutually discuss the reviewers’ comments 
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and their applicability and usefulness may subsequently yield 
better research output by clarifying any vague points and mis-
interpretations. This platform has been applied by some jour-
nals [56] that have an interactive review forum in which the 
authors read the review reports and take part in an online dis-
cussion with reviewers while the identity of both parties is 
kept anonymous. Although the idea does seem compelling, 
there is not enough data to support its routine application. 
Moreover, it has been assumed that many traditional review-
ers would not welcome the idea of interacting directly with 
the authors, either because they do not want extensive discus-
sions or simply because of a lack of time. 

Although, the problems of PR are usually associated with 
reviewers, editors and publishers may also contribute to these 
issues. Editors may find it particularly difficult to recruit ex-
pert reviewers on the subject in a timely manner, and may in-
advertently assign unqualified reviewers, thereby increasing 
the overall PR time and decreasing the quality of PR. A novel 
solution for this issue is the use of AI for reviewer selection. 
For example, the UNSILO (https://unsilo.ai) AI platform uses 
a concept engine that recognizes hundreds of concepts which 
are key phrases that distinguish articles from each other, ranks 
these concepts in order of relevance to the manuscript sub-
mitted, and matches the results with millions of articles and 
abstracts in the PubMed/MEDLINE database. The platform 
then identifies the authors of the matching publications and 
ranks them by relevance, presenting the top 20 for the editori-
al office to review [57]. The use of AI to recruit reviewers has 
been tried by some publishers/journals; although the experi-
ence remains preliminary and limited, it may be an option for 
finding reviewers. 

Another possible way to improve the process of reviewers’ 
recruitment is providing some sort of incentive or compensa-
tion for their efforts and time. These incentives can stake 
many forms, including honoraria, waivers of article process-
ing charges, recognition in dedicated services such as Publons, 
issuing certificates of recognition, and providing continuing 
medical education points. While providing financial compen-

sation to the reviewers may seem suitable, an experimental 
study found that offering material incentives to the reviewers 
may undermine the moral motives that guide the reviewer’s 
behavior [58]. Conversely, it has been suggested to avoid 
overwhelming reviewers by employing a strict editorial filtra-
tion policy to avoid sending reviewers manuscripts that are 
less likely to be published. Rejections without PR can be deci-
sions made by editors-in-chief and or editors, which can less-
en the burden placed upon reviewers. Similarly, it has been 
suggested that upon minor revisions the editors can check the 
authors’ compliance with the review comments and render a 
final decision, rather than sending the revised manuscript 
back to the reviewers. 

One method to minimize inconsistency among different 
reviewers is to provide pre-set templates to comment on each 
section of the manuscript and ensure objectivity and clarity of 
their remarks. Typical PR templates ask the reviewers to rate 
the manuscripts in terms of novelty, scientific rigor, relevance 
to the field, ethical compliance, use of appropriate statistics, 
adequacy of table and figure numbers, and the validity of the 
conclusions. Equally, offering PR training courses and work-
shops helps peer reviewers to understand the principles and 
functions of PR and empower them to write solid, actionable 
PR reports [59].

Finally, publishing the PR reports along with the accepted 
articles can play an important role in improving the process. 
Knowing that their reports would be published along with the 
article, reviewers may choose to avoid personal and inappro-
priate comments, proofread their reports to ensure clarity, 
and provide a professional, step-wise appraisal of the manu-
scripts. On another note, publishing PR reports can benefit 
the readers and other authors by drawing attention to the 
main points of critique and weakness in each published arti-
cle, which may enable them to address and avoid them in 
their future work. Indeed, there is a growing trend among 
major journals to publish the PR reports together with the 
published articles [60]. The suggestions to improve the cur-
rent PR system are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Potential alternative options to improve the current peer review system 

Suggested option Definition

Double-blind peer review Both authors and reviewers are unaware of each other identity

Interactive platform Authors and reviewers can interact directly and respond to comments on a dedicated, secure platform

The use of artificial intelligence Artificial intelligence can be used to identify and recruit possible reviewers for each manuscript

Incentives for reviewers Journals may offer financial incentives or continuing medical education points to reviewers upon their completion of 
manuscript review

Peer review templates The journal provides reviewers with pre-set templates to aid in timely and efficient peer review.

Strict editorial review Preliminary editorial review can help relieve the reviewers’ workload by desk rejection of unsuitable manuscripts
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Opinions of Social Media Users

The #OpenSourceResearch collaboration uses the ‘wisdom of 
the crowd’ in research, as demonstrated in recently published 
papers [61,62]. The platform enabled the conduction of a 
cross-sectional survey of the opinions of the surgical commu-
nity on the current PR system. Four polls regarding to the 
preferred type of PR and possible alternative approaches were 
introduced to the surgical community on the social media 
platform Twitter. Polls were anonymized to ensure the confi-
dentiality of participants’ data. The #OpenSourceResearch ac-
count distributed the Twitter polls among members of the 

surgical community that not only included authors and read-
ers, but also included reviewers and editors of surgical jour-
nals. The main purpose of the polls was to investigate authors’ 
and reviewers’ opinions about the current system of PR. The 
Twitter polls were not restricted to authors of papers; instead, 
the whole surgical community was invited and many of the 
authors who participated and engaged in conversations about 
the polls were also peer reviewers. Therefore, the opinions 
presented may reflect the combined perspectives of both au-
thors and reviewers. 

The first poll asked the participants about their personal 
preferences for the PR system; two-thirds of the 158 partici-

Fig. 2. Survey results via Twitter on the peer review system. (A) Preferred type of peer review system and suggested model to improve the process. (B) Most 
prominent limitation of the current system and suggestions to improve.

A

B
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pants preferred either the double or triple-blind system. Inter-
estingly, the single-blind system, which is by far the most 
commonly used one, ranked last, as fewer than 10% of partic-
ipants chose this option. 

The second poll asked the participants to select one of the 
new PR models that they think might “improve” PR. More 
than half of 60 participants chose the interactive PR system, 
perhaps because they felt it would be more practical and time-
saving. One-quarter of users chose transparent PR, presum-
ably because they thought that publishing PR reports with the 
articles would make reviewers keener to produce clearer and 
more consistent and organized reports.

The third poll asked about the most prominent limitations 
of the current PR system. Out of 102 participants, 41% chose 
the inconsistency of review reports, whereas 25% considered 
the time-consuming nature of PR as its major potential flaw. 
The final poll asked the participants what they would suggest 
to enhance the PR system. Of 54 participants, 33% chose pro-
viding the reviewers with incentives of any form, whereas 
31% and 24% suggested that interactive and double-blind sys-
tems would be good means for improving PR. Fig. 2 illustrates 
screenshots of the four Twitter polls used to generate these 
data.
Limitations: The present study is limited by being mainly ori-
ented towards surgery, as most authors were surgeons who are 
active on Twitter. We also cannot assume that the results would 
be identical among surgeons who are not active on Twitter.

Conclusion

PR is an integral component of scientific publishing and plays 
an essential role in vetting of the scientific literature. The cur-
rent PR system has several postulated limitations including 
time commitment, lack of consistency, possible conflicts of 
interest, potential biases, and lack of transparency. Possible 
options to improve the PR system include applying double-
blind, interactive PR platforms, expediting reviewers’ recruit-
ment by using AI or providing incentives to reviewers, elimi-
nating inconsistency by offering PR training courses and pre-
set review templates, and publishing the PR reports along 
with each accepted article. In the interim it is the job of editors 
to ensure the consistent, timely delivery to authors of fair, un-
biased, balanced, constructive, and detailed reviews. At the 
present time, editors and editors-in-chief can best serve au-
thors, reviewers, and readers by providing the authors with 
detailed, constructive comments in addition to the individual 
points and critiques raised by the reviewers. 
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